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Grand Master Kim, 

 

“It didn't break.”  That was the first thought I had after my attempt to break a brick for my second dan 

rank exam.  The second thought I had was that my hand didn't really hurt and I considered a second 

attempt.  Then Grand Master Kim spoke to me.  He described what was wrong in my technique and 

asked me, very hesitantly, if I wanted to try again.  After a few more seconds of me thinking seriously 

about it, he suggested that I do a spinning kick to break a board instead.  As I did that kick I was very 

grateful for the change, as by now my hand was on the path to throbbing. 

 

Several black belts and even one master came to me with consolations and told me not to be too 

concerned about not breaking the brick.  They did not have to worry.  I wasn't upset about the failure to 

fulfill the requirement.  I was upset because I had been preparing for this break for months.  When I 

broke the brick for my first dan rank exam, my hand hurt a little afterwards.  I was determined not to let 

that happen again, so I decided to ready my hand this time around.  I had been striking a brick hundreds 

of times every day trying to toughen up my hand.  When I would practice, my hand felt strong and 

tough.  I was ready.  So, I was frustrated and upset that despite my being more prepared I still failed.  

 

After some time of reflection I have come to realize that I failed in a completely different way.  I was too 

focused on the physical (hand stronger than brick).  I had ignored most of the really important mental 

parts of the task.  The biggest failure was in not waiting until I was mentally ready.  

 

I was chosen to go first out of 6 candidates.  I was still breathing heavy from the previous test 

requirement.  I was unfocused.  I was tired.  I was overconfident in my physical ability.  I was anxious to 

please my teacher - Grand Master Kim.  My biggest failure was in not recognizing my limitations and 

ignoring the signs pointing towards failure because I was not going to admit that I was not ready.  I was 

testing for second degree black belt so everyone must be expecting me to break the brick.  Right?  

Everyone but me that is. 

 

I think it is important to remember, at all times, that we practice and study Chayon-Ryu to improve 

ourselves; to “seek perfection of character”.  We study in order to satisfy our desires to become better.  

Better martial artist, better human beings.  By relying on others to acknowledge or reinforce our beliefs 

that we are “good” or “the best” moves one’s internal focus in the wrong direction.  We begin to do 

things to impress others or to satisfy what we think others want or believe.  You have to be strong 

enough to recognize and admit your weaknesses.  If I have asked Grand Master Kim for some time to 

prepare for that break and spent more time readying my mind instead of my hand, I am 100% sure I 

would have been successful 



 

I tell my students that breaking is 90% mental and 10% physical.  If you believe you will break the board 

and you are focused with the right frame-of-mind, you will break the board.  Next time, when I approach 

the brick, I will do so with a prepared mind.  I will break the brick because I am mentally trained.  

Practicing hitting a brick is still a good idea, but it should not overwhelm the much more important, 

mental aspect of this task.  “Ma Eum” is the The Chinese character for “mind” and it exists on our 

system’s patch in two locations; next to enlightenment “Nam” and patience “In”.  Its significance should 

not be minimized. 
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